
WINGLETS Align the mask with this body detail

Glue it using whiteglue (vynilic glue).

Let it dry fully, it is important it is

sturdy but you will need to remove it after.

Drill manually, 

slowly, using

1.2mm drillbit.

Keep the angle given by the mask

Drill manually, slowly, using 

1.2mm drillbit.

Keep the angle 

given by the mask!

Remove the masks and

insert the supports

Check the direction and position with the exhausts

Hole 1 Hole 2

Remove the mask

and trash it.

Add this filler and sand

it flush with the body.

Keep the hole (screw)

Check the accuracy and fitting. Glue the winglet once

the body is finished

EXHAUST SUPPORTS

Align the masks as in the pictures.

Pay attention to direction and position.

Glue it using whiteglue (vynilic glue).

Let it dry fully, it is important it is

sturdy but you will need to remove it after.

Hole 1 Hole 2

for any doubt, visit our website www.kmp-sm.com or email us at hello@kmp-sm.com



RIMS

EXHAUST

At last, fit the lower covers. 

The part on the right has an optional insert.

Fit the mufflers

Fit the heat cover 

from the side.

Use the centering pins 

to snap it.

Fit the full exhaust to

the bike, before applying

the fairings. 

It should snap into exhaust

holes.

Apply decals as following.

A2

Fit the top cover from above.

Use the centering pins to

align it. Double check with

exhaust supports.

Remove these supports

Identify the springs and clean them from supports.

Inspect the exhaust, and if a clip has been damaged,

replace it with spare provided. Use the top pin to

hold and manage the clip, remove it only AFTER it is

glued in position, to simplify the process.

Glue the springs in position.
SPRING CLIP

Top pin
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for any doubt, visit our website www.kmp-sm.com or email us at hello@kmp-sm.com


